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PROJECT UPDATE: 
 Construction documentation including civil, structural, plumbing, mechanical and electrical 

engineering is now complete. 
 Energex approval was received on 3 March. 
 Revised plumbing and drainage approval lodged 7 March. 
 Road closure and traffic control permits were received on 27 February. 
 Excavation of site and demolition of existing North West wall has commenced. 
 Architectural design fault has resulted in an application to BCC for a Minor Permissible Change. 

 TIMING: 
i) DA approval and slow response by BCC on the RFI process caused an 8 week overrun 
ii) Our certifier has now requested a letter from the Planner confirming the “for 

Construction”drawings are generally in accordance with the DA.  This has occurred due to 
compliance issues and litigation from BCC with Certifiers breaching DA’s and issuing BA 
permits.  We are pushing on with demolition under a partial approval.  This delay has cost 
us 4 weeks. 

iii) The weather this year has been favourable and no weather delays to date. 

FINANCIALS 
There has been cost increases due to the following reasons; 

  

 DA changes to the plans and the requirement for considerably more heritage features due to the 
property sitting in a Character Overlay area.  We were also restricted with the number of 
condenser’s we could put outside which lead to a doubling of AC costs 

 During the demolition and structural underpinning process it was discovered that significant steel 
structural work was required.  In addition the Structural engineer has also required extensive 
structure that is outside of the domestic realm to hold the building up. 

 Asbestos was discovered and removed and air clearances were required 
 The Roof Truss Structure needed to be re fixed and tied down due to age and movement of the 

members 
 Discussions with agents and interior designers suggested that the buildings internal finishes, 

kitchens, vanities and robes were substandard for our price range and needed upgrading 
 The flooring was rotten and needed replacing with Scion (Fibre Cement) sheeting to receive tiles. 
 The building is founded on Rock and as such our excavation and retention costs have increased. 
 A request from our neighbour for 20 no 3m deep 300mm in dia bored piers  from her structural 

engineer.  She is a professor at law and not to be trifled with however our Structural engineer is 
negotiating. 

 

These modification’s while they have required more $300,000 in equity which is being contributed 
approximately equally between the builder and the financier.  These modifications will return an improved 
revenue and hopefully an increase in market appetite for the building when finished. 

  



   

 

WHAT’S PLANNED FOR MARCH: 
 Awaiting BCC approval for Minor Permissible Change or Generally in Accordance agreement. 
 Still awaiting connection approval from QLD Urban Utilities. 
 Building Approval Permit. 
 North West boundary fence will be replaced. 
 Excavation of property. 
 Balance of demolition work to be completed. 
 Internal walls to be framed on Level 1 &2. Footings and Concrete slabs substantially 

complete. 

 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE: 
 Mid July 2019 

 

SALES STATUS: 

 The property will not be marketed until complete. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

UNIT NO INTERNAL 
(SQM) 

EXTERNAL 
(SQM) 

CARPORT 
(SQM) 

TOTAL 
(SQM) 

PRICE (AUD) 

      
1 (NW) 225 122 17 364 $1,400,000 
2 (SE) 222 83 17 322 $1,400,000 



   

    

 

 



   

 

 


